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The total depopulation cross sections by N2 of high rubidium Rydberg states, Rb(ns) (n =25—46)
and Rb(nd) (n =23—44), have been measured using time-resolved field ionization technique and

compared to previous results obtained on the quenching of Rb(nl) by CO. It is shown that the

Rb(nl) depopulation by N2 is much less efficient than the Rb(nl) depopulation by CO and leads

mainly to the quasielastic process of angular momentum mixing via the short-range interaction be-

tween the quasifree Rydberg-state electron and the molecule. It is clearly demonstrated that the

presence of a permanent dipole in CO changes the collisional processes drastically. The agreement
between experimental and theoretical predictions based on the impulse approximation is quite satis-

factory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Previously, we studied the quenching cross sections of
highly excited s and d states of Rb by CO molecules. ' The
conclusions of this previous paper (to be referred to as pa-
per I hereafter) can be summarized as follows. The total
depopulation cross section is expressed as a sum of the
following three terms:

Q ~l nxni gn+ trnchanging+ ~ionization ~

where the I mixing is produced by the short-range in-
teraction between the quasifree Rydberg electron and the
molecule, n changing and ionization being due to the
long-range e —molecular-dipole interaction (the e
quadrupole interaction has been found to be less efficient
than the e -dipole interaction even for a weak dipole like
CO). The e -dipole interaction leads to quasiresonant en-

ergy transfer where the internal energy (atomic or rota-
tional) lost by one colliding partner is gained by the other.
We have found in the studied range of n (=23—45) that
this rotational energy transfer is generally dominant over
the quasielastic process of l mixing. For s and d states,
the calculated l-mixing cross section is about one order of
magnitude lower than the quenching cross section by CO.

For a homonuclear molecule like N2 the quenching
cross section when neglecting the quadrupole moment
should be equal to the l-mixing cross section which is

given in the impulse approximation by

2' 2 k+k'
+/ mixing =

k —k , F„t„t (X)XdX (2)

with I. the e -perturber elastic scattering length, V the
relative velocity of the Rydberg atom-perturber system, k
and k' the wave vectors of the relative motion before and
after collision, K the momentum transferred in the col-
lision, and F„t„t (X) the squared atomic transition form
factor [atomic units (m, =e =A= 1) are used unless other-
wise stated]. When comparing Nq and CO molecules we
may say that, crudely speaking, these two molecules only
differ by the existence of the CO dipole. Since N2 and CO

have equal masses, the kinematics of the collision is the
same for the two molecules and it is easy to see that we
have

~l mixing Rb(nl)+N2 ~l mixing Rb(nl)+CO ' (3)

In the range of electron energy of interest here we have

(L, N /L, co) -0 5 Then . t.he quenching cross section

of high Rydberg states Rb(nl) by N2, approximately given
by the l-mixing term, should stay about one order of mag-
nitude lower than the corresponding quenching cross sec-
tion by CO. Thus we have the possibility to check experi-
mentally the importance of the e -dipole interaction in
the total depopulation of a high Rydberg level by a polar
molecule.

On the other hand some measurements on the depopu-
lation of low lying (n & 10) and intermediate (n —10—20)
Rydberg states by nitrogen molecules are available. The
collisional depopulation of Na( nd ) states from n =5 to 14
by N2 and CO has been studied by time-resolved laser
fluorescence by Gallagher et al. For both CO and N2
the cross sections rise sharply from n=5 to 10 and
remain constant for n & 10, while the quenching cross sec-
tions by N2 and CO are comparable. In these collisions, l
mixing provides the dominant depopulation mechanism
and cross sections are comparable to those obtained for
helium. ' This is not in contradiction with the predicted
role of e -dipole interaction because to be efficient such a
process has to lead to energy-transfer reaction whose ener-

gy defect 5 is small ' (5 & 2 cm '). For instance the ener-

gy separation between the Na (14d) and the n =15 mani-
fold is -73 cm ', while the energy gained by the rota-
tional transition J—+J—1 is 280J (Bo-2 cm '); thus the
lowest rotational level of CO that can contribute to n

changing is J=18 whose population in a cell experiment
is quite low (- l%%uo). Consequently due to the wide energy
spacing between low-lying states only some transitions be-
tween high rotational levels may produce n-changing re-
actions and their relative importance in the total depopu-
lation remains quite negligible for the Na(nd) states that
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are rapidly mixed with the higher l states.
On the contrary the nonhydrogenic levels Na(ns) and

helium Rydberg ns states and the n-manifold states of Na
and He exhibit a quite different behavior. The cross sec-
tions for deactivation of the Na Ss—9s and n =5—8 mani-
fold states by N2 are very much higher' '" than those for
He (Ref. 12) clearly stating the importance of the energeti-
cally accessible rotational and vibrational levels in N2.
Nevertheless the quenching cross sections remain one or-
der of magnitude lower than those for the corresponding
nd levels. The experimental data of Czajkowski et al. '

on the Na(ns)-N2 quenching cross section and those of
Hitachi et al. ' concerning the collisional depopulation of
helium Rydberg ns and n-manifold states by Nz (n (9)
are of the same order of magnitude as those observed by
Humphrey et al. " or those deduced using the model of
Bauer et al. ' characterized by multiple potential-energy
curve crossings from the initial to the final states through
an intermediate ionic state.

Let us finally quote the work of Kachru et al. ' who
have measured the N2- and CO-induced collisional
broadening of forbidden ground-to-Rydberg state transi-
tions in sodium using a trilevel echo technique. These
measurements on 3s ns (nd) broa-dening cross sections, n
ranging from 4 to 41, differ in some respects from those
observed with noble-gas perturbers. Nonetheless it ap-
pears quite difficult to establish a firm theoretical connec-
tion between the inelastic cross sections for the total de-
population and the broadening by the molecular target of
spectral lines involving Rydberg levels.

If one excepts the work of Kachru et al. , all the previ-
ously mentioned studies deal with low-lying or intermedi-
ate excited states. In contrast, due to the close energy
spacing of the high Rydberg states, the present study on
Rb(nl)-N2 collisions will allow us to compare the efficien-
cy of the short-range interaction responsible for the
quenching of Rb(nl) by N2 relatively to the short-range
plus long-range interaction responsible of the Rb(nl )

depopulation by CO.

1000—

Co
~&& &

flow is maintained. The rubidium vapor pressure is about
2&(10 Torr the nitrogen pressure varying from 0.1 to 5
mTorr. After a selected time delay within the range
0&4—10 ps, during which collisions occur, the remaining
nl states are field ionized. By measuring the effective life
time r of the nl state as a function of N2 density nN us-

2

ing a time-resolved selective field ionization technique we
are able to determine the total depopulation cross section
Q(nl ) via the well-known equation

—=—+nN V„b.„Q(nl)1 1

7 VO
(4)

where wo is the lifetime in the absence of collisions with
N2, and VRb N the Maxwellian averaged relative velocity

2

for Rb-Nz collisions.
The experimental data are tabulated in Table I. They

are compared to the quenching cross sections by CO
(measured in I) in Fig. 1 for the ns levels and in Fig. 2 for

100 I I I I I I I I

28 34 40 46

ns
FIG. l. Quenching cross sections for the Rb(ns) levels by N2

and CO versus the principal quantum number n. Experiment:
The full curve represents the calculated l-mixing cross sec-

tions by N2 when l mixing by CO—not shown in the figure —is
a factor of 2 larger. The triangle (Q) represents the total calcu-
lated cross section including / mixing, n changing and ioniza-
tion. The line joining the triangle (4) is drawn for sake of clari-
ty. All the CO values come from Ref. 1.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experimental method has been described in detail
in Ref. 17 so we shall only outline it here. The Rb(nl)
state n =23 to 45 and I =0, 2 is selectively populated by a
two-pulsed laser excitation via the 583/2 level in a field-
free cell at room temperature (T-293 K) where a N2 gas

I
.

1000—

CO

TABLE I. Experimental results for the quenching cross sec-
tions of the Rb(ns) and Rb(nd) levels by N2.

100—

Level

25s
28s
31s
34s
37$
40s
43s
46s

Q(A )

220+45
265+50
305+30
230+55
180+45
190+48
185+20
170%25

Level

23d
26d
29d
32d
35d
38d
41d
44d

Q(A )

100+25
175+35
200+30
175+30
130+25
165+35
120+30
140+30

i I I I I

26 32 38 44

ll CI

FICx. 2. Quenching cross sections for the Rb(nd ) levels by N2
and CO versus the principal quantum number n. Experiment:

The full curve represents the calculated l-mixing cross sec-
tions by N2 when l mixing by CO—not shown in the figure —is
a factor of 2 larger. The triangle (4) represents the total calcu-
lated cross section including l mixing, n changing and ioniza-
tion. The line joining the triangle (D) is drawn for sake of clari-
ty. All the CO values come from Ref. 1.
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the nd levels. These figures clearly exhibit the difference
between N2 and CO; the quenching cross section of high
Rydberg states (n & 23) by N2 is about one order of mag-
nitude lower than for CO, as expected from the considera-
tions developed in the Introduction.

III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

We will use the same approach as in I to calculate the
total depopulation cross section. According to the free-

electron model the interaction potential in Rb(nl )-Nz col-

lisions is given by the e -N2 potential and expanded as

F„„(K)= i g„(p )
i p dp,

where g„i(p) is the radial wave functions in the momen-
tum space and

1 1
Po= —

~ +
2n 2n*

Explicit expressions of F„i „(K)were derived by Gounand
and Petitjean.

For l-mixing collisions we have (Ref. 19)
i f, ~

=L
with L the elastic scattering length given by the following:

V=V +Ve -N2 short range e -N2 long range

4' =o,i(1/2n ) (9)

where the first term leads to the quasielastic processes of I

mixing and the second one contributes to the inelastic
transitions: n changing and ionization. The cross section
for the transition nl ~n'I' has been derived by
Matsuzawa ' ' in the "impulse approximation" and is

given by

2K k+k'
on! J n'I J' 'I fe(+)

I
+nl n i (&)&~&

where
i f, i

represents the squared scattering amplitude
for the e -N2 collisions, i.e.,

e +Np( J)~e +N2( J'),
where I and J' are the quantum numbers that specify the

N2 rotational quantum states.
Since the depopulation of the high Rydberg states will

populate predominantly hydrogenic states n'l' & 3 (with
n'&20) whose energy are 1' independent we are mainly
interested in the sum over l' of the squared transition
form factor I'„i „i . We have recently shown that the ex-

pression derived from the binary-encounter theory (BET)
gives results in very good agreement with the quantal ex-

pression as far as the momentum transferred remains
small and n, n'~)1. More precisely the BET expression
of the total form factor is

with g,i in atomic units.
The calculated I-mixing cross sections are reported in

Table II for the ns levels and in Table III for the nd lev-

els. They are also plotted (continuous line) in Figs. 1 and
2.

The long-range interactions between the Rydberg elec-
tron and Nq is approximated by the first term in the po-
tential multipole expansion

V(r) =— I

3 + 4
P2(r.s),r' 2r4

where r is the distance of the scattered electron from the
center of mass of the molecule, s the internuclear distance
and r, s the unit vectors. a' represents the nonspherical
part of the polarizability, Q is the N2 quadrupole and P2
is the Legendre polynomial. The presence of P2 selects
inelastic rotational transitions with bJ=+2 (this term
also provides J~J&0 elastic transitions whose contribu-
tion to the I-mixing process is negligible). To calculate

with o.,i the elastic scattering cross section at the electron
energy 1/2n' o,i. has been averaged by de Prunele. and
Pascale ' over the quantum-mechanical velocity distribu-
tion of the Rydberg electron and may be fitted in the ener-

gy range of interest by the following:

hei
——4.93+ 77.3 (10)

TABLE II. The first five columns give the depopulation cross sections for ns states via different pro-

cesses. I mixing is produced by the short-range interaction between the Rydberg electron and N2 when

the e -N2 quadrupole long-range interaction is responsible for n changing and ionization. Jp
represents the lowest rotational level which contributes to the Rydberg ionization. The total depopula-

tion of the Rydberg level is plotted in the last column. All the values are in A .

(n+3}s
I mixing

—+n —+n —1

n changing
Rydberg Rydberg

excitation deexcitation
Ionization

(Jp)
Total

depopulation

25s
28s
31s
34s
37s
40s
43s
46s

308
279
244
209
178
150
127
108

4
5
6
8
9

10
12
12

18
15
17
15
12
9
8
5

13
7
8
7
6
5

4
3

0.005
0.2
0.8
3
4
6
8
9

(30)
(23)
(19)
(15)
(13)
(11)
(10)

(9)

343
306
276
242
209
180
159
137
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0
TABLE III. As in Table II but for nd states. All the values are in A .

(n+1)d
l mixing

~n ~n —1

n changing
Rydberg Rydberg

excitation deexcitation
Ionization

(Jp)
Total

depopulation

23d
26d
29d
32d
35d
38d
41d
44d

47
55
60
62
62
60
57
53

9
11
14
16
18
20
21
21

20
16
18
15
12
9
8
6

9
10
7
6
5

4
5

3

0.003
0.1

0.8
2
4
6
8

9

(30)
(24)
(19)
(16)
(13)
(11)
(10)

(9)

85
92

100
101
101
99
99
92

the cross section of the quadrupole induced n changing

Rb(nl )+N~( J)~Rb(n 'I')+ N, (J+2) (12)

(13)

where J& is the maximum of J and J+2. Note that this
expression is very similar to the scattering amplitude used
for the /-mixing process; both are E independent.

The wave vector of the relative motion after the col-
lision is given by the following energy conservation rela-
tion:

k

2p

1 k
2n 2p

1
2 +EJ+2 y

211
(14)

where Eq represents the eigenenergy of the rotational
state. The molecular data used are listed in Table IV and
N2 rotational distribution is plotted in Fig. 3.

Table V reports the cross section for process (12) with
the 25s level. The resonant nature of the energy-transfer
reaction may be demonstrated by the dependence of the
cross section on the absolute values of the energy defect 5
of the involved reaction. We have found it convenient to
fit all the calculated cross section by a scaling law which
holds for the ns and the nd levels (23 & n &46) and repro-
duces the calculated cross section with an accuracy better
than a factor of 3

we have used for the scattering amplitude in Eq. (6) the
first Born e -point quadrupole scattering amplitude,
correct in the low-energy limit, following the work of
Dalgarno and Moffett which has shown that for e -N2
low-energy collisions (&0.1 eV) the polarization term a'
in Eq. (11) may be neglected. The scattering amplitude is
then given by the following:

J&(J& —1)
ascaiing law= (J J )( 2,f(

~

5
~
),
(15)

where n & is the maximum of n, n' The ."resonance func-
tion" f(x) is given by

f(x)=7.2X10 e "(1+1.76x —0.87x +0.113x ),

0
where f and x =

~

5
~

are, respectively, in A and cm
In order to point out the quasiresonant nature of the

internal energy transfer we have plotted the normalized
resonance function for Nq and CO (Ref. 23, paper I)
versus

~

5
~

in Fig. 4. Despite the accuracy of both scal-
ing laws the comparison between the two cases allows to
conclude that the dipole induced energy transfers have
more pronounced resonant nature than the quadrupole in-
duced energy transfers. This is clearly due to the longer
range of the dipole interaction. The K dependence of the
scattering amplitude is fixed by an integration over r,
the distance of the electron from the center of mass of the
molecule. The e-quadrupole potential falls off as r
leading to a E-t'ndependent scattering amplitude [Eq.
(13)], while the e -dipole potential falls off as r yield-
ing a scattering amplitude proportional to K '. The in-
tegral in Eq. (6) is sharply peaked in the vicinity of the
lower limit value (related to the energy defect of the re-
action). Thus for small momentum transfer, the in-
tegrand is much more sensitive to the energy defect in the

0.1

v 005

TABLE IV. Molecular parameters of N2(X 'Xg ) used in the
calculations. 20

Rotational constant

Quadrupole moment

'Reference 29.
Reference 30.

B, (cm ')

a, (cm ')
Dp (cm ')

Q (a.u. )

1.998 24'
0.017 138 '
5 76+ 10

—1.1"

FIG. 3. Rotational distribution fz versus rotational quantum
number J for the N2 molecule at T=293 K:

pJ(J+ )/k

—BpJ(J+1)/kT(2J+1)e
J=0
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TABLE V. Calculated cross sections o for transitions: 25s+N2(J)~n'+N2(J+2). 6 represents the

energy defect of the transition. The scaling law is given by Eqs. (15) and (16). fz represents the rota-

tional distribution of the J level. The transition cross section has been computed up to J=20 for
hJ = —2 and the sum of cJ„J „J 2fJ over J reaches 18 A . hJ =2 transitions have been computed up

to J =30 and the sum is 13 A .

J~J—2 3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
11
12
13
14
15

Final
hydrogenic

state

23
23
24
24
25
25
26
27
27
28
28
29
30
31

5
(cm-')

—2.13
5.83

—3.14
4.81

—2.17
5.78
0.48

—3.37
4.57

—5.99
1.96
0.41

—0.21
—0.02

(A')

16.8
3.1

10.3
4.7

18.6
3.0

58.1

8.0
4.3
2.1

20.5
43.7
39.8
36.2

scaling
law

13.4
1.2
4.5
1.4

13.7
1.1

52.8
3.1

3.1
3.1

14.7
44.7
42.4
36.8

os
1.0
0.2
0.8
0.4
1.6
0.2
4.5
0.6
0.3
0.1

1.1
1.9
1.4
1.0

1

4
8

12
17
18
22

21
20
19
18
17
17
16

1.11
—1.05

1.91
3.31

—4.60
4.89

96.8
53.0
48.1

34.1

20.8
12.8
12.8

122.9
69.8
67.2
29.3

5.7
2.2
2.0

2.8
3.8
4.0
1.8
0.4
0.2
0.03

dipolar case [ I F(K)/KdK] than in the quadrupolar

case [ JF(K)KdK]. This is similar to the behavior of
the resonance factors for dipole-dipole and quadrupole-

quadrupole interactions derived by Van Kranendonk

who has studied the Raman line broadening due to aniso-

tropic intermolecular forces. He has shown that resulting
from the longer range of the dipolar interaction the reso-
nance factor is about half as wide as for the quadrupolar
interaction. According to these curves the n-changing
cross sections have been only calculated for the transitions
with

~

5
~

& 6 cm ' and are reported in Tables II and III.
The ionization cross sections have been calculated fol-

lowing the theoretical treatment of Matsuzawa. ' This re-

sult is expressed through the following relation:

8~ Q' J(J—1)
15 V (2J+1)(2J—1)

(17)

where

~ dI'„
Iq(n, eo) = I (K,Fp)K dK .

de
(18)

10-2

2

151 (cd ")

FICx. 4. The normalized resonance function for Rb(ni)-N2

[f(x)=e o 9"(1+1.76x —0.87x 2+0. 113x3)] and Rb(nl 1-CO

[f(x ) =e ~ "(1+4.71x —3.31x~+0.733x3)] internal energy

transfer versus the energy defect of the reaction 5 (cm ').

Noting that the binary-encounter theory and the
momentum distribution of excited hydrogen atoms aver-

aged by Fock was shown to be a good approximation,
we have found that Iq(n, eo) and hence the ionization
cross section can be expressed by the following simple an-

alytic expression:
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3(P—1)(P+ 1) ~ 1 —P——arctan
P 2 2 P

50

0
0

~ ~ 8
~ ~ ~ gfoQ ~ ~ ga+

+6p'+ 4p+ 6 (19)

where ep E~——EJ —
2 1/2n—* and P=2n ep. For op=0

we have Iz(n, O)=64/15nn. To calculate the collisional
ionization cross section of Rb(nl ) with Nz we must multi-
ply o; given by Eqs. (17) and (19) by the rotational distri-
bution fz and sum this product over J from Jp (the first
rotational level contributing to ionization) up to J=40
(where the rotational population is completely negligible).
The results are tabulated in Tables II and III. We discuss
in the Appendix the similarity between the bound-bound
and the bound-free transition for all the studied levels.

Finally we can express the total quenching cross section
by Eq. (1) (listed in Tables II and III) and compare them
to the experimental values (Figs. 1 and 2). The overall
agreement is quite good and shows that for the s levels lo-
cated close to a hydrogenic level the I mixing is dominant
over the quadrupole induced transitions. For the d levels
which are more nonhydrogenic the l mixing is smaller
than for the s levels and the contribution of the e
quadrupole interactions is more pronounced. The calcu-
lated and experimental quenching cross sections by N2 do
not exhibit noticeable oscillations. In contrast there exists
some oscillations in the CO data (see especially the
35d —39d range) that are well reproduced by the calcula-
tions. This oscillatory behavior is attributed to the pres-
ence or absence of strongly resonant n-changing col-
lisions. We can also see in Figs. 1 and 2 that the overall
agreement is generally better for the case of CO than for
the case of N2 especially for the nd level. We may invoke
the use of the elastic scattering length as scattering ampli-
tude in Eq. (6) which yields some discrepancies between
experimental and theoretical l-mixing cross sections' that
may reach a factor of 2. In contrast for the inelastic tran-
sitions the interaction potential between the Rydberg elec-
tron and the molecular dipole is well known yielding a
good approximation for the scattering amplitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

While the Rb(nl )(n =23—46, l =0, 2) quenching by CO
is mainly governed by quasiresonant energy transfers in-
duced by the molecular dipole (long-range interaction be-
tween the Rydberg electron and the molecule) yielding n

changing reactions, the Rb(nl) depopulation by N2 is
much less efficient and leads mainly to the quasielastic
process of angular momentum mixing (short-range in-
teraction). We may conclude that the nitrogen target is
rather similar to the rare-gas atom target; in contrast the
dipole in the CO molecule (though small) changes drasti-
cally the collisional process where the inelastic processes
are dominant. Finally, as already demonstrated in paper

10—

o or' o
o d
o

0

2 5
I

20

J
FIG. 5. crJ J 2 is the cross section for the reaction

nl+N2( J)~ g f+Nq(J —2), where g f represents all the final

atomic bound states or the continuum 0: 31s, Q: 46s, 0: 35d.
&e adopt the following convention: 0, 4, o represent bound-

bound transitions when 5, k„O represent bound-free transi-
tions.

I, theoretical calculations based on the impulse approach
are in good agreement with the experimental data.
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APPENDIX

We can investigate the nl dependence of the cross sec-
tion of the following reaction:

Rb(nl)+Np(J)~ y Rb(f)+N2(J —2) (Al)

where g Rb(f) represents all the final atomic bound or
continuum states that significantly contribute to the
J—+J—2 cross section. When we consider the scaling law
[Eq. (15)j which gives the cross section of a particular
transition, we can see that the J~J—2 cross section
is likely n l independent. If we say that for

~

&
~
(

~
&p ( f(&)=f(0) and for

~

|i
~

&
~

&p
~

f(&)—0
J~J—2 cross section given by the summation over all fi-
nal states is proportional to (n 'In ) for high enough n'
values (n ' is the averaged quantum number of the final
state) and as n and n' increase the ratios do not change
drastically.

The nl independence of the J~J—2 cross sections is
clearly demonstrated with the help of Fig. 5. When the
J~J—2 rotational transition can populate more than
3—4 atomic levels there is no noticeable difference be-
tween two high Rydberg states. For example, for the 31s
level for J& 8 the J~J—2 cross section is quasiequal to
the corresponding bound-bound or bound-free transition
involving the 35d and 46s states. This indicates that the
cross section for reaction (Al) only depends on the rota-
tional energy lost by the molecule when n '

& 40.
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